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BEEFY BOB 12,50
100% austrian beef | chicago deep pot pizza sauce & seasoning | 

sun dried italian tomatoes | olives | maize | carrots | 
green peppers | red peppers | portobello mushrooms | onion | 

mozarella (A, O, G)
 

CHICKEN & CHARDONNAY SAUCE 12,50
chicken | onion | button mushrooms | sea salt | pepper |

chilean chardonnay | green peas | carrots | mustard | 
creme fraiche |  mozarella (A, O, G, C, M)

 VEGETARIAN 10,50
portobello mushrooms | onion | sea salt | pepper | creme fraiche | 
green peas | carrots | spinach | white wine | mustard | mozarella 

(C, O, A, G)

CHICAGO-STYLE MARGHERITA 9,50
sun dried italian tomatoes | 

chicago deep pot pizza sauce & seasoning | onion | carrots | 
 mozarella | peppers (A, O, G)

CHICAGO DEEP POT PIZZA
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CRUNCHY ONION & CHEDDAR CHEESE 12,50
100% austrian beef | crispy fried onion | 

chicago dep pot pizza sauce & seasoning | cheddar cheese | maize | 
sun dried tomatoes | olives |  green peppers| carrots | 

red peppers | portobello mushrooms | onion | mozarella (A, O, G)

JACK DANIELS & SMOKEY BBQ 12,50
chicago deep pot pizza sauce & seasoning | 100% austrian beef | 

jack daniels bbq sauce | stubbs smokey bbq sauce | 
caramelised onion | red peppers | green peppers | olives | 

portobello mushrooms | mozarella
(A, G, C)

THE CRAZY ITALIAN 12,50
italian salsiccia sausage | chicago deep pot pizza sauce & seasoning  

onion | portobello mushrooms | red peppers | green peppers | 
mozarella (A, O, G)

 
DELIRIUM TREMENS & BLUE CHEESE 12,50

delirium tremens (voted best beer in the world in 1998) | 
aged blue cheese | 100% austrian beef | chicago deep pot pizza 

sauce & seasoning | portobello mushrooms | green peppers | olives | 
red peppers | mozarella (A, O G)

 
THE JOHNNY CASH RING OF FIRE 12,50

100% austrian beef | mozarella | caramelised onion | portobello 
mushrooms | chicago deep pot pizza sauce & seasoning | red 

peppers | green peppers | stubbs spicy bbq sauce | 
served with tabasco  & topped off with a slice of pineapple

(A, O, G)

CHICAGO DEEP POT PIZZA
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SMOKED SALMON SALAD 12,50
mixed salad │ oak-smoked salmon │ cucumber │ tomato │ 

red onion │feta cheese │ olives │ dill │ (D, G, L, O)

LEIGH´S CHICKEN SALAD 11,50
lettuce │ croutons │ chicken │ parmesan │ crispy bacon │

leigh´s homemade dressing │ (L, G, O, C, A)

GOAT CHEESE SALAD 11,50
mixed salad │ pear │ fresh figs │ raisins │ grilled goat cheese │

homemade fig & mustard vinaigrette │ (O, L, G)

FARMERS MARKET MIX 10,50
mixed salad │ tomato │ cucumber │ peppers │ onion │ pear │ 

dried cranberries | basilicum │ homemade raspberry vinaigrette │ 
chopped broccoli | fresh apple | avocado | (O, A)

LUNCHTIME SALAD 11,50
spinach | burrata | raspberries | caramelised walnuts | rye bread | 

(A, E, F, G)

SALADS
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ALL-DAY SANDWICH 8,50
rye bread | avocado | smoked ham | spicy mayonaise | 

2 fried eggs | sprinkled with chopped young onion | (A, C, G)

SCANDINAVIAN SANDWICH 8,50
rye bread | avovado | honey-mustard | fried egg | radish slices | 

smoked salmon | capers | lemon | dill | (A, C, G, D, M)

FIG & RICOTTA 8,50
toasted rye bread │ ricotta │ fresh figs │ honey │ peppar │ 

(A, G, L)

FETA & BASIL 8,50
toasted rye bread │ tomato │ feta cheese │ homemade pesto │ 

olive oil │ (A, G, O, L)

PEAR & PROSCIUTTO 8,50
toasted rye bread │ ricotta │ pear slices │ prosciutto │ 

olive oil │ pepper │ honey │ (A, G, O)

HEALTHY START 8,50
2 fried eggs | spinach | ricotta | served on toasted rye bread | 

olive oil | (C, G, A, L)

HEALTHY OPTIONS
(All served with salad)
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CHEESE PLATTER 11,50
bavarian blue │ brie │ manchego │ goat cheese │ cheddar │

(G, O, A)

CHEESE & MEAT PLATTER 12,50
serrano │ brescaola │ prosciutto │ salami │ brie │ manchego │

cheddar │ (G, O, A)

DESSERTS

CARIBBEAN DELIGHT 5,90
grated lime peel | dark cuban rum | topped off with pineapple, 

blueberries, chocolate and walnuts │ (A, C, G, E)

WAFFLES 5,90
nutella | banana | (A, G, C, E)

WAFFLES 5,90
honey | raspberry | blueberry | (A, G, C, E)

PLATTERS



TAP BEERS (A*) & CIDER (O*)

MEL´S NO 2 6-PACK TASTING RACK € 10
Any 6 (0,1L) BEERS (A) OR CIDER (O)

Includes a portion of bread

UPSTAIRS BAR
Featuring Austrian Craft Beer

1. MUTTERMILCH BREWERY (AUT) ABV: 4.7%
WIENER BUBI
VIENNA LAGER

0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

Vienna lager has been, up to now at least, quite uncommon in Europe. 
Vienna lagers are however very popular in the US and because it was 
so popular before the introduction of prohibition in the US in 1919, 
it is commonly refer to as the “pre-prohibition lager“. Pours amber 
orange in color with a fine foamy head. Nose is biscuit and flowery. 
Flavour is malty sweet with a fine caramel nuance finishing slightly 
dry. Moderate carbonation. Wiener Bubi represents the revival of a 
Viennese legend!

2. MUTTERMILCH BREWERY (AUT) ABV: 5.5%
BITTA VON TRESEN

AUSTRIAN PILS
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

This royal Austrian pilsner is brewed by the newly established 
Muttermilch Brewery in Vienna. It is a really smooth well-balanced 
brew not quite as bitter as many other pils, more like a zwickl in ways. 
Pours light hazy straw yellow in color with a small white head. Medium 
hoppy aroma, slightly grassy and herbal grains. Slick mouthfeel and 
moderate carbonation. Flavour is sweetish grains, honey, fruity citric 
notes, grass and herbs with a bitter hoppy finish. A clean, crisp, 
straight pilsner!
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3. MUTTERMILCH (AUT) ABV: 4,5%
STRAWNILLA DAIQUBIERI

´´STRAW-NILLA´´
UNFILTERED FRUIT LAGER

0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

A wonderful new release from the Muttermilch Brewery in Vienna. A 
creamy, fruity juice bomb with sweet and funky notes dominated by 
fresh strawberries and vanilla. Summer Time in Vienna!

4. BLAK STOC (AUT) ABV: 4.5%
WILD TREE 

HOPPY AUSTRIAN CIDER
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4.80

Handcrafted Austrian cider with natural orchard apples from the Styrian 
hills in southern Austria. The use of English ale yeast and a generous 
twist of hops result in this super cider. Pours fizzy cloudystraw yellow 
color with a white head. Aroma is apple, floal, hoppy, grass, citrus 
and herbal hops. Taste is tart apple with sweet notes and dry to 
finish.Medium body with soft carbonation, almost creamy like good 
apple juice. Amazingly well-balanced cider-Respect!

5. BEVOG (AUT) ABV: 6,4%
JUNGLE HITS 

IMPERIAL MANGO BOOGIE GOSE 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

Super fruity, tropical kick ass gose! Crazy amounts of mango and 
charged with wheat, oats and barley, all wrapped in a 6,4% Gose. 
Tropical jungle hits with pumpin mango beats.
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6. BEVOG (AUT) ABV: 4,3%
GONE SURFIN´

HAZY SUMMER ALE 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Easy Drinkin Bevog-style. A light and refreshing hoppy ale, perfect 
for hot summer days. 

7. BEVOG (AUT) ABV: 7.0%
KRAMAH

AUSTRIAN IPA
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

The Bevog brewery use an insane amount of highly fruity aromatic 
hops which give Kramah a strong aroma of mango, lychee and other 
tropical fruits. Taste is also along these lines with a bitterness like 
biting into a fresh juicy grapefruit. A simple yet effective combination 
of malts providing enough support so the bitterness is well balanced. 
A great American style IPA made in Austria!

8. BEVOG (AUT) ABV:4,8%
DEETZ

GOLDEN ALE 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Beautiful hazy golden color with a big white head and good lacing. 
Aroma is citrus, grapefruit and hops. Very fruity taste with lots of 
hops, quite sweet and really refreshing. A nice beer!
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9. BEVOG (AUT) ABV: 6.3%
OND

AUSTRIAN SMOKED PORTER
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4.80

Pours a very dark ruby brown color with a small lasting beige head. 
Aroma of chocolate, light smoked cheese, blackberry, plum, blueberry 
and mango. Moderate sweetness and medium roasted bitterness. 
Medium body, soft carbonation and a slick texture.  Dry finish with a 
sharp floal bitterness. A very complex smoked porter.

10. BEVOG (AU) ABV: 5,8%
BAJA 

AUSTRIAN OATMEAL STOUT 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

 
A very solid, old fashioned style oatmeal stout. A thick, dense, creamy 
yellow/beige stable head on an opaque black beer , with a slight 
burgundy edge. Aroma of leather, dark chocolate, dried prunes and 
coffee. Sweetish on-set, with a slight sourish edge, hints of dried 
prune, fig and raisin. Well-rounded with a slick oily body on top of a 
bitter chocolatey core. 

11. BEVOG (AUT) ABV: 7.4%
RUDEEN

AUSTRIAN BLACK IPA
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

Rudeen is creamy, refreshing and bitter at the same time. Its deep 
mahogany black colour is not only for the looks but also hides a 
generous amount of chocolaty caramel roastiness. Hops gives it a 
huge fruity and resiny aroma and taste. Close your eyes, smell and 
then taste this bold beer which marries stout, porter and a big IPA. 
This is simply a damn good black IPA!
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12. BREWAGE (AUT) ABV: 8.2%
AFFENKÖNIG

AUSTRIAN IMPERIAL IPA
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

A very solid, powerful Austrian Imperial IPA, finely balanced between 
sweetness and bitterness and dangerously easy to drink. Strong 
fruity nose with mango and orange notes. Smooth mouthfeel with 
mild carbonation and a light bitter aftertaste. Deep orange in color. 
Taste is mega hoppy with lots of hops, bitter citrus, grassy, tropical 
fruity with malty sweetness. Fantastically well rounded and simply 
excellent. 

13. BREW AGE (AUT) ABV: 5,6%
ALPHATIER
HAZY IPA 

0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Alphatier is a juicy, hazy, smooth hop sensation. 
You just can´t do more hops! Once poured, it is a feast fort he senses. 
A blond, silky beer with a natural haziness and an amazing fruity 
fragrance and a beautiful smooth mouthfeel. Great Beer!

14. BREW AGE (AUT) ABV: 5,4%
CHICXULUB

OATMEAL STOUT
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

65 million years ago, the Chicxulub asteroid crashed into the Gulf of 
Mexico which led to the extinction of the dinsaurs on earth. Brew Age 
aim to blow the beer world apart  with this wonderful dark brew. A 
clean classic beer, flavorful but light, with the right amount of oatmeal 
making it well balanced and extremely drinkable.
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15. BREW AGE (AUT) ABV: 5,6%
EIERBÄR

ENGLISH IPA
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Hazy body with a big creamy yellowish head with good lacing. Aroma 
of tea, tropical fruits, caramel and berries. Taste similar with some 
sweetness. Average carbonation with an oily mouthfeel, finishing 
bitter herbal and citrus. Good one!

16. BRAUEREI HOFSTETTEN-KRAMMER 
(AUT) ABV: 5.3%

HOFSTETTNER KÜBELBIER
AUSTRIAN KÜBELBIER
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €3.80 

Hofstettner brewers have always maintained that the freshest beer 
comes directly from the tank. As the 500-year-old tradion goes, on 
special occasions brewery workers would fillbuckets (Kübel) with 
beer directly from the fermentation tanks and hence ensuring the 
flavourful protein and yeast remained. This extremely fresh unfiltered 
beeris fuller and more aromatic because none of the proteins, yeast 
or hop essences have been filtered out.This centuries-old tradition 
has been brought back to life by the Hoffstettner brewery in this 
wonderful Austrian beer!

17. NEXT LEVEL BREWING (AUT) ABV: 5,3%
LOCAL HERO

EASY PALE ALE 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

 
Pours hazy golden with a small white head. Aroma of gentle piney 
hops and a crisp biscuity malt. Flavor is fresh doughy malt, piney hops 
and fresh biscuity malt. A fresh and vibrant, well-balanced brew.
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18. NEXT LEVEL BREWING (AUT) ABV: 5,8%
JAIL BREAK

HAZY NEW ENGLAND IPA (NEIPA)
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Break free from your jailed-in ideas of how beer should be.  Open 
your mind and dive into this unbelievably juicy sea of hops. Wheat 
and oats provide a hazy smoothness to increase the juicy feeling 
while double dry hopping blasts out the fruity flavors. Independent 
Austrian Beer Brewing at its best!

19. NEXT LEVEL BREWING (AUT) ABV: 6,1%
FIVE O´CLOCK
EARL GREY IPA

0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Insprired by English culture of by-gone days, this unique IPA combines 
the brilliance of bergamotte with the hoppy aroma and flavor of an 
IPA. An unusual IPA with a black tea flavor. Winner of the Best IPA 
Austria Award 2016!

20. NEXT LEVEL BREWING (AUT) ABV: 5%
FRONT MAN 

DRY HOPPED LAGER
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

This beer is made for drinking, not sipping! Citra and Mosaic provide 
the fruity aroma of a pale ale combined with the drinkability of a 
Helles. Cheers!
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21. NEXT LEVEL BREWING (AUT) ABV: 7,1%
DOUBLE TROUBLE 

DOUBLE IPA
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

Collaboration Brew with Loncium Brewing. A really good DIPA with a 
long bitter finish. Hazy golden body with a white foamy head. Aroma 
is citrus, tangerine and herbs. Flavor is fruity, citrus, grapefruit, 
tangerine and herbs, with some sweetness. 

22. SCHLEPPE (AUT) ABV:5.3%
No.1

AUSTRIAN PALE ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

This award-winning Austrian Pale Ale is brewed by the Schleppe 
brewery in Klagenfurt Austria. It pulls a hazy golden amber colour 
with a medium sized off-white head. Aroma light malty with light hop 
and citrus notes. Full-bodied taste with medium carbonation. Flavor 
is light malty and sweet citrus hops, lemon zest with hints of herbs 
and grass. A wonderful pale ale!

23. KALTENHAUSEN (AUT) ABV: 4.1%
BERNSTEIN 

AUSTRIAN AMBER LAGER
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €3.80

Bernstein amber lager is held in very high esteem within the Austrian 
tradition of brewing, with its recipe dating back over 350 years. It is 
a light amber colored beer with a dense full-bodied appearance and 
a frothy off-white head. Flavor is moderate malty sweetness, grassy 
hops with a light texture. Aromas of grains, grass, honey and hops.
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24. SCHLADMINGER (AUT) ABV: 5.2%
AUSTRIAN BIO ZWICKL
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

This wonderful Austrian bio zwickl is made from 100% certified bio 
raw materials sourced in Austria aswell as pure mountain spring water 
from the Schladming area in the Austrian Alps. An unadulterated 
natural fruity organic zwickl beer, hazy straw in color with a medium 
white head. Aroma is of yeast, malty biscuits with hints of lemon 
and apricot. Taste is fruity and malty with gentle hop notes and low 
bitterness.
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DOWNSTAIRS BAR
Featuring Belgian & International Beer

25. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 5.0%
CAMPUS PREMIUM

BELGIAN PALE LAGER
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

A refreshing pils that is easy to drink with a very pleasant aromatic 
bitter hop taste. A richer taste than regular lagers, more aromatic 
than German-style pilseners and less bitter than Czech pilseners.

26. BERKEL-ENSCHOT (HOL) ABV: 7,0%
LA TRAPPE DUBBEL
DARK TRAPPIST ALE

0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Pours a beautiful dark brown with a creamy beige head. Aroma is 
malty caramel, chocolate and sweet yeast. Flavor is sweet malt with 
underlying fruity notes, finishing with a mild bitterness from the 
spices and a smokey aftertaste.

27. BERKEL-ENSCHOT (HOL) ABV: 6,5%
LA TRAPPE BLOND

BLOND TRAPPIST ALE
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Pours clear amber in color with a small white head. Sweet aroma 
of yeast and fruit. Smooth sweet taste with fruity notes. An easy-
drinking, light, refreshing quaffable beer.
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28. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 7.5%
AVERBODE

BELGIAN ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

Hazy dark straw in color with a huge amount of activity. Big loose 
frothy head. Aroma of white wine, floral spices and banana yeast. 
Flavours of green grapes, fruity citrus, yeast, roasted grains and 
spices. Full-flavoured and soft considering the high alcohol content. 
Well balanced sweetness and bitterness. Smooth slick full body with 
champagne- like carbonation. Averbode is a tribute to the centuries-
old tradition of beer brewing in Belgium!

29. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 5.7%
ARTEVELDE

BELGIAN ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

Easy-drinking Belgian style. Pours clear deep golden with an off-white 
head. Aroma with notes of malts, caramel, grain and hay. Taste is 
medium sweet and slightly bitter with a long grainy caramel finish. 
Medium body with soft carbonation.

30. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 8.5%
LA GUILLOTINE
BELGIAN ALE

0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

This strong Belgian ale is golden blond in color, slighltly hazy with a 
thick lasting head and good lacing. Aromas of Belgian yeast, banana, 
apricot, cloves and orange zest come through. Taste is complex, spicy 
and earthy with hints of citrus. A subtle sweetness masks the strong 
alcohol content finishing quite dry. A light body with champagne-like 
carbonation. An excellent Belgian ale!
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31. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 8.5%
DELIRIUM NOCTURNUM

BELGIAN ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

A complex beer that evolves as you drink it. Dark brown in color with 
hints of coppery red with a thick long-lasting creamy head. Rich full 
aroma of sweet malts, caramel and a twist of liquorice. Initial soft 
alcohol mouthfeel transforming to a slightly bitter hoppiness, ending 
up with a nice balance between bitterness, sour and sweet. Also with 
hints of caramel, liquorice, chocolate and coffee. Full-bodied, smooth, 
creamy with high carbonation. A wonderful Belgian ale!

32. BRASSERIE LEFEBVRE (BEL) ABV:4,5%
BLANCHE DE BRUXELLES

BELGIAN WITBIER
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

Belgian beer culture at its best. Slightly hazy, pale golden yellow 
in color with a thick frothy head. Sweet yeast flavor followed by 
coriander and fruit with nice acidity. One of the best Witbiers in the 
world!

33. BROUWERIJ RODENBACH (BEL) ABV:6%
GRAND CRU

BELGIAN SOUR ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

This is simply a world-class brew! Grand Cru is aged for up to two years 
in oak vats, resulting in a beer that is very tart, acidic and refreshing. 
An amazingly complex and vibrant beer. Simply wonderful!
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34. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV:3.6%
MONGOZO MANGO

BELGIAN MANGO FRUIT BEER
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

A wonderfully refreshing light fruit beer packed with the fruity flavor 
of sweet fresh mangos.

35. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 8.5%
DELIRIUM TREMENS

BELGIAN ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

Pours a clear golden amber color with a huge rocky white head with 
lots of lacing. Intense aroma of spices, peaches, berries, banana and 
citrus malt. Taste is thick, dry, spicy and a tad sour with honey, hops, 
lemon and a sweet finish. Voted “Best Beer in the World” in 1998!

36. BRASSERIE DE LA SENNE (BEL) ABV: 8%
JAMBE DE BOIS

BELGIAN TRIPEL ALE
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

Beautiful light hazy color with a modest head. Aroma is subtle and 
sweet. Taste slightly hoppy and bitter, well balanced with sweet and 
herbal flavors. Medium body with a lingering bitter aftertaste.
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37. BROUWERIJ F. BOON (BEL) ABV:4%
BOON KRIEK

BELGIAN LAMBIC FRUIT BEER
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

Boon Kriek is a traditional Belgian lambic fruit beer. It is brewed 
according to the traditional lambic style of spontaneous fermentation 
with only fresh cherries being used. Watery blood-red in color with 
a quickly vanishing white head. Aroma of sweet cherry and liquorice 
along with a distinct sour tang. Flovors of cherry and brandy with a 
sweetish finish. Medium body with low carbonation. A funky lambic 
drinking sensation!

38. BROUWERIJ DE LA SENNE (BEL) ABV:6%
ZINNEBIR

BELGIAN BLOND ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

For many this is  the best Belgian ale of the lot!
Beautifully balanced between the expected Belgian yeast character 
and fruity, citrusy hops. Pulls hazy golden with a good lasting head. 
The best of both worlds in a glass with wonderful IPA and Belgian 
characteristics.

39. BROUWERIJ DE LA SENNE (BEL) ABV:4,5%
TARAS BOULBA

BELGIAN SESSION ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

At 4,5% this beer is built for drinkability. The name? Won´t go into it, 
it´s too complicated. Lots of aroma and flavor so let´s drink !
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40. BROUWERIJ DE LA SENNE (BEL) ABV: 5%
STOUTERIK

IRISH-STYLE BELGIAN STOUT
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

Another great beer from De La Senne. Pours dark brown to black with 
a thin tanned head. Aroma of roasted chocolate malts, liquorice and 
hops. Taste is more of the same with Belgian yeast, sweet berries, 
coffee and spices. As they say in Ireland, Slainte!

41. HOUBLON CHOUFFEE (BEL) ABV: 9.0%
BELGIAN ABBEY IMPERIAL IPA

0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

Houblon Chouffe is a very unique marriage between the English tra-
dition of IPAs, the new-age American imperial IPAs and the clas-
sic Belgian style of brewing beer. Although very much hopped as it 
is, Houblon Chouffe showcases the unique balance between a very 
strong IPA and a very special Belgian triple. Pours hazy golden in 
color with a large foamy bubbly head with thick lacing. Orange, cit-
rusy and bready malt aroma. Flavors of citrus, earthy hops, some 
mild spices, pretty sweet with some bitternesss. Lively carbonation. 
A beautifully magnifcient balanced beer!
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42. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 7.0%
DELIRIUM ARGENTUM

BELGIAN IPA
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

To mark the 25th anniversary of the launch of Delirium Tremens, 
Huyghe brewery brewed this limited-edition beer. Not a typical IPA. 
Pours clear light amber with a huge long-lasting head. Wonderful 
retention and lacing. Nice spicy hoppy aroma with citrusy fruit. 
Medium-bodied and soft carbonation. Sweet malts, spicy yeast 
and floral hops on the tongue. Light citrus bitterness. A beautifully 
aromatic and flavourful ale!

43. ST BERNARDUS BROUWERIJ (BEL) ABV: 8.0%
ST.BERNARDUS TRIPLE

BELGIAN TRIPLE ABBEY ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

This luxurious Belgian triple abbey pours a hazy golden colour with 
a medium-white head. Aromas of malt, grains, apricot, fruit, spices 
and yeast come through. Taste is a harmonious balance between 
sweet and sour with malty caramel toffee combining with hoppy 
spices and citrus fruit. Medium-bodied with an oily texture and lively 
carbonation. An exquisite Belgian abbey!

44. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 8.0%
DELIRIUM RED

BELGIAN FRUIT BEER
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

Deep red color with a light pink head. Good lacing. Soft fruity aroma 
with hints of almond and sour cherries. Sweet and fruity taste with a 
good balance between sweet and sour. Sweet, fruity and delicious!
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45. BROUWERIJ HUYGHE (BEL) ABV: 3.6%
MONGOZO COCONUT

BELGIAN EXOTIC FRUIT BEER
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

A refreshing exotic beer with a refreshing taste of coconut. Mongozo 
white ale is the base ale upon which this wonderful brew is based. 
Pale cloudy yellow in color, essentially white. Aroma of funky coconut. 
Light-bodied with creamy texture and soft carbonation. Coconut all 
the way through. Brouwerij Huyghe is the only Belgian Brewery to 
produce Mongozo beer that has received the fair trade, gluten free 
and organic label!

46. BROUWERIJ F. BOON (BEL) ABV: 5.0%
BOON FRAMBOISE

BELGIAN RASPBERRY LAMBIC BEER
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

Raspberry Lambic was traditionally only produced during the summer 
when raspberries were in season. Frank Boon was the first to produce 
this lambic on a year-round basis, with more than 300 grams of fresh 
raspberries used per liter giving it a wonderful funky fresh fruity 
taste. No artificial flavourings used. Wonderful refreshing drinking!

47. BROUWERIJ DER TRAPPISTEN VAN WESTMALLE (BEL) 
ABV: 7.0%

WESTMALLE DUBBEL
BELGIAN TRAPPIST ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

Pours a deep ruby red with a tan head. Massive aroma of toffee, 
plums, banana and some toasty malty notes. Taste of plums, toffee, 
cherries, maltiness and some dry woodiness. Simply amazing!
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48. PALM SPECIALE BELGE (BEL) ABV:5,2%
PALM

BELGIAN AMBER ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

Palm has long been one of Europe´s top-selling speciality beer. 
Made with English hops, French barley and Belgian yeast, this beer 
represents the very best of European beer-making traditions. Roasted 
champagne malt gives Palm its beautiful amber color. Pilsener 
hoppiness combined with amber ale maltiness. Good stuff!

49. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 5.2%
IRISH PALE ALE

0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

O´Hara´s Irish Pale Ale has a light malt base with just the right 
mouthfeel to allow the hop character to predominate. It pours a 
medium yellow with a white head leaving good lacing on the glass. 
Aroma is of fruity hops, citrus and sweet orange. Flavour is light 
to moderate sweet malt with a medium bitter aftertaste. Simply an 
excellent beer for regular enjoyment!

50. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 4.3%
IRISH RED ALE

0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

O´Hara´s Red pulls a slightly hazy copper red with a lasting foamy 
tan head. Good lacing. Nose is caramel biscuit with a malty hop note. 
Medium body with a sticky texture. Soft carbonation. Flavor is semi-
sweet malts upfront with earthy hops to finish semi-dry. Light easy 
drinking but full of taste!
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51. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 6.0%
LEANN FOLLAIN

EXTRA IRISH STOUT
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

Leann Follain is a superb full-boded extra Irish stout. It pours a 
very dark brown, essentially black but with mahogany edges in the 
light. Large creamy beige head. Aroma of roasted dark malts, ash 
and smoke. Bready chocolate and nutty malt flavour with plenty of 
roasted grain and a touch of smoke. Smooth and dry with a medium 
body. Rich creamy mouthfeel. Simply wonderful!

52. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 5%
FALLING APPLE 

IRISH CIDER 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Crafted from the juice of freshly pressed Irish apples, producing a 
light, fresh and fruity medium cider with a dry ripe apple finish. 

53. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 6%
51st STATE

AMERICAN IPA
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

Pours a beautiful hazy golden peach orange with a good retaining 
off-white head.Aroma is sweet hoppy and peach with a hint of citrusy 
lemon. A solid bready, malt backbone with notes of caramel supporting 
the fruity hop flavors. Well balanced with moderate sweetness and 
light spicy hop bitterness.
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54. O´HARA´S (IRL) ABV: 5%
WHITE HAZE 

HAZY IRISH IPA 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

A top new release from the O`Hara Brewing Company in Ireland. 
White Haze is a fruit-forward, hazy IPA that pours golden yellow 
and is explosively aromatic. A soft, smooth mouthfeel followed by 
refreshing tropical fruit flavors from the addition of Citra, Amarillo 
and Mosaic hops. Pleasurable Drinking!

55. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 5.6%
PUNK IPA

0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

Punk IPA it is a tribute to the classic IPAs of yester-year with a modern 
twist. Somewhere between dark golden and light orange in color with 
a white head leaving nice retention and some lacing. Aroma mainly 
pineapple, lychee, citrus and cut grass. Bags of dry fruit flavors before 
bitter hops finish the deal. Probably the most iconic beer behind the 
UK craft beer revolution.

56. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 6.5%
ELVIS JUICE

CITRUS INFUSED IPA
0,2L €2.90  /  0,4L €4.80

An American IPA with a bitter edge that will push your citrus tolerance 
to the brink and back; Elvis Juice is loaded with tart pithy grapefruit 
peel. This IPA has a caramel malt base, supporting a full frontal citrus 
overload - grapefruit peel piled on top of intense US hops. Waves of 
crashing pine, orange and grapefruit round out this citrus infused 
IPA.
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57. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 4.2%
INDIE PALE ALE

21ST CENTURY PALE ALE
0,2L €2.90  /  0,4L €4.80

Craft beer for the people! Indie pale ale is an icon of independence, 
destined for greatness. An easy drinking pale ale, stripped back and 
sessionable, perfect for any time and any occasion. Indie pale ale 
delivers hints of pear and banana set against a caramel and biscuit 
malt backbone. A 21st century pale ale!

58. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 4.5%
CLOCKWORK TANGERINE

SESSION IPA
0,2L €2.90  /  0,4L €4.80

This citrus-infused session IPA tones down the ABV but jacks up the 
intensity with a blast of bright pithy tangerine. Firm piney bitterness 
and caramel malt provide a recognisable IPA profile bursting with 
citrus and tangerine notes.

59. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 7.2%
HAZY JANE

NEW ENGLAND IPA (NEIPA)
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €5.80

Hazy Jane is an intensely fruity New England -style pale ale, featuring 
a full but soft body underneath layers of ripe fruit flavours. Think 
pineapple, nectarine and mango, followed by piny resin and hints 
of lime peel. This juicy IPA is low in bitterness but full- bodied and 
smooth enhancing the soft ripe fruit flavours.
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60. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 4.7%
LOST LAGER
PILSENER

0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €3.80

Brewdog have gone against the grain with this one with the addition 
of new-age hop varieties resulting in a crisp, clean pilsener with hints 
of spice and a zesty lime marmelade character. A very good Pilsener 
from Brewdog!

61. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 11.5%
HOMICIDAL PUPPET

BARLEY WINE
0,2L €2.90  /  0,4L €5.80

Pours clear copper amber color with a thin white head. Sweetish 
malty caramel with lots of oak wood, toffee, rye, whisky, dark fruits 
and barrel notes with a lovely warming finish.

62. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 6%
WALKING DEAD RAMBLING SOCIETY

BRUT IPA
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

A bone-dry IPA with a biscuit malt base. Alive with new world hops 
paving the way for a subtle Sauvignon Blanc and fruity profile. Notes 
of white wine, grapes, melon, apricot and peach march in unison. A 
wonderful beer with a delicate effervesence and a Champagne-like 
character.
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63. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 4%
DEAD FAMOUS PALE ALE

PALE ALE
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €4,80

This is Brewdog´s attempt to take the world´s trashiest beer style 
and elevate it to new heights. They start with an American lager 
grist, add 25% rice to the mixture and then ferment it with Brewdog 
house ale yeast and dry hop the living daylights out of it. The result is 
an almost clear golden colored brew with a small white head. Aroma 
is honey suckle and lemon. Flavor is of crisp grains and floral notes. 
A good session brew!

64. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 3.8%
DEAD PONY CLUB

AMERICAN PALE ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €3.80

This Californian pale ale is a little “pocket-rocket”, packing a huge 
hoppy punch. Some say slow is good, but we say fast is even better! 
Dead Pony Club is for those who drink fast, live fast, sleep late and 
rip it up. This pale ale is tuned and ready to rock´n´roll. Dive in 
and the toasted malt base soon yields to a huge box-fresh hop hit 
with tropical fruit, floral garlands and spicy undertones all over your 
palate. California dreaming in Vienna!

65. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 7,2%
BAUBLE HEAD 
AMERICAN IPA

0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

A solid, chunky West Coast IPA. Passionfruit, lemon and lime, pine 
and grass. Grapefruit and herbal with a dry finish. Good Stuff!
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66. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 6,5%
PUDDING FACE 

FLAVORED STOUT 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

Inspired by the classic French Chocolate Cake. 
Get your sticky fingers into this wonderfully indulgent liquid cake. 
Vanilla, chocolate and toffee aromas. Noyes of chocolate, toffee and 
roasted nuts layer up on chou pastry. Bon Appetit!

67. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 7,2%
JAYWALKER

WEST COAST IPA 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

Clear amber with a decent off-white head. Nice´n´juicy west coast 
style IPA. Lots of bitter citrus with some light balancing sweetness 
and malt notes. A typical, old-school brew. 

68. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 7%
STRATOSPHERIC

OAT CREAM DOUBLE IPA
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

As misty as a Martian morning in the stratosphere. This creamy 
golden golden orb delivers a super smooth cargo. A vapor trail of 
intense fruit on the nose. Mixed berries and currants orbit kiwi and 
lychee notes on the palate. Milk sugars and oats lend a big mouthfeel 
with subtle bitterness. Simply out of this world!
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69. HAWKES (UK) ABV: 4.5%
URBAN ORCHARD

APPLE CIDER
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

Made with Real Apples, a Big Heart and Lots of Soul ! Crafted with 
only traditional culinary and handpicked urban apples. Inspired by the 
apple varieties once grown, picked and sold on the streets of Victorian 
London. The result is a medium dry cider, smooth and harmonious in 
body, complex and rich in texture with a crisp wine-like finish.

70. BREWDOG (UK) ABV: 7,2%
DOGMA 

SCOTCH ALE (WEE HEAVY)
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

Brewed with ten different types of malt, blended together with Scottish 
heather honey. Pours clear amber with a lasting, thin off-white foamy 
head. Aroma is dried apricot, honey, toffee and plum. Taste is sweet 
honey, plum, soft toffee with a soft touch of butter and notes of herbs 
and nuts. Medium-bodied with an oily texture and fizzy carbonation. 
Dogma is Scotch Ale triumphant.

71. BEAVERTOWN (UK) ABV: 5.4%
GAMMA RAY

TROPICAL PALE ALE
0,2L €2.90 / 0,4L €4.80

Gamma Ray is a juicy tropical pale ale, rammed with juicy malts 
and massive tropical aromas of mango and grapefruit. The addition 
of large quantities of whole leaf American hops during the brewing 
process give it its huge hop flavor and aroma.
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72. VIKING ÖLGERD (IS) ABV: 5.2%
EINSTÖK

ICELANDIC WHITE ALE
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €3.80

Brewed in the centuries old Belgian tradition of brewing beer, this 
white ale features the complex flvours of the classic Witbier including 
orangepeel and coriander, all brewed with pure Icelandic water that 
delivers a cool smoothness that is flvourful and refreshing.  Cloudy 
satin-like pale yellow in color with a soft finewhite foam. Sweet malty 
aromas together with some bitter hops, delicious zesty orangepeel 
and coriander with a yeasty touch. Beautiful taste of sweet maltiness 
and biscuit. Orange and coriander blend in nicely which together with 
a creamy yeast flvour create an amazing Witbier. Medium-bodied, 
smooth texture and medium carbonation. A great white Ale!

73. POHJALA (EST) ABV: 5,8%
HALO 

ESTONIAN IPA 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

Another wonderful beer from the Pohjala guys in Estonia. Pours 
slightly cloudy amber color with a small off-white head. Aroma and 
taste are hoppy resin, pine, with a caramel background. Medium 
body with average carbonation. A wonderfully tasty and refreshing 
West Coast IPA.

74. EASTSIDE BREWING (IT) ABV: 10%
PERSONAL JESUS 

AMERICAN WHEAT WINE 
0,2L €2,90 / 0,4L €5,80

Pours beautiful hazy orange with a creamy, tan head. 
Aroma of malt and honey with alcohol. Taste is full, creamy, quite 
boozy, sweet malt and bitterness with a thick body. Solid Stuff!



SHOTS

 
Green Smurf        2 cl  €1,00
Red Headed Hooker       2 cl  €1,00
Purple Frog        2 cl  €1,00
Tropical Bitch        2 cl  €1,00
Mango Mugshot       2 cl  €1,00
Raspberry Slammer       2 cl  €1,00
Jägermeister        2 cl  €2,00

BOTTLE (0,7 L & 2 MIXERS)
  

Smirnoff, Sourz         €38,00
Bulleit Bourbon, Gordons, Pampero, Jameson    €48,00
Jack Daniels          €58,00

MIXERS

Lizzaran Energy       1,50 L €3,80
Pepsi         1,50 L €3,80
Orange Juice / Strawberry / Mango / Maracuja / 
Granatapfel / Cranberry / Apple    1,00 L €3,80

WEIN & SPRITZER (O*)

Organic Cabernet Sauvignon Chile 1/8     €3,80
Chardonnay Chile 1/8        €3,80
Viqua - Premium White Spritzer      €3,80
Aperol Spritzer          €3,80
Hugo Spritzer          €3,80



LONG DRINKS

Bullet In The Brain - Bulleit Bourbon & Coke    4 cl €3,80
Pink Panther - Vodka & Pink Grapefuit    4 cl €3,80
Gesunde Sau - Vodka & Granatapfel    4 cl €3,80
Össi Bomber - Vodka Bull       4 cl €3,80
Bermuda Breakfast - Vodka & Mango Juice   4 cl €3,80
Slow Fuck - Vodka & Strawberry Juice    4 cl €3,80
Slumdogs - Vodka & Maracuja      4 cl €3,80
Dr. Evil - Vodka & Apple Juice      4 cl €3,80
Vodka Bitter Lemon / Vodka Tonic     4 cl €3,80
Screwdriver - Vodka & Orange Juice    4 cl €3,80
Gordons Gin & Tonic        4 cl €3,80
Venezuelan Coup - Pampero Rum & Coke   4 cl €3,80
Hawaiian Hangover - Vodka & Pineapple    4 cl €3,80
Viennese Cosmopolitan - Vodka Cranberry   4 cl €3,80
Rusty Nail - Bulleit Bourbon & Ginger Ale   4 cl €3,80
Swedish Sexbomb - Vodka & Apricot Juice   4 cl €3,80
Jameson & Ginger Ale       4 cl €3,80
Mad Jack - Captain Morgan Rum & Coke    4 cl €3,80

BOURBON

Bulleit Kentucky Bourbon       4 cl  €3,80
Jack Daniel´s         4 cl €4,80

IRISH WHISKEY

Jameson          4 cl €3,80

SCOTCH

Johnnie Walker Black       4 cl €3,80
Johnnie Gold         4 cl €4,80



NON ALCOHOLICS

Coca-Cola  / Mineral Water    0,33L  €2,80
Arizona Lemon       0,50L  €2,80
Red Bull        0,25L  €2,80
Jugendgetränk       0,50L  €2,00
(Water & Blackcurrant)

COFFEE

Nespresso Espresso         €2,10

TEA

Assam           €3,40
Peppermint          €3,40
Camomile           €3,40
Herbal Selection         €3,40
Forest Fruit          €3,40
Fruit Selection          €3,40
Earl Grey           €3,40
Ginger Lemon          €3,40
Darjeeling          €3,40
English Breakfast         €3,40
Green Tea           €3,40
Rooibos Vanilla          €3,40


